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                The Physical Training of Children

                
 by   Pye Henry Chavasse 
Nothing is more to be regretted than the fact that the females of this country grow up to womanhood in entire ignorance of all that relates to their future condition as parents, and the physical and mental development of the young for whose welfare they may yet be so deeply responsible. “It is not to be wondered at that when the young wife finds he..
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                Recipes -  Hershey's Baking Chocolate

                
 by   Hershey Chocolate Corporation 
HERSHEY’S BAKING CHOCOLATE is a blend of the world’s finest cocoa beans processed with all the science and skill known to the chocolate maker. It contains no added ingredient of any kind and none of its natural cocoa butter has been removed. Its full chocolate flavor, richness and velvety smooth texture are unequalled. The convenient ½ pound Pantry..
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                Baker's Coconut Recipes

                
 by   Franklin Baker Company 
Do you know that coconut is a wholesome body-building food? Down in the tropics where the coconuts grow, the sturdy natives use the pure, white meat of this delicious nut as their principle food.Pound for pound it is far more nourishing than beef and other standard foods. According to government reports, one pound of dried coconut equals two and on..
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                Cottage Cheese Recipe Book

                
 by   Bryce Walton 
Cottage cheese is a concentrated form of milk. One pound of cottage cheese contains most of the protein, calcium, phosphorous, iron, and vitamins found in three quarts of milk. Three ounces of cottage cheese furnishes about 50% of an adult’s daily requirement for calcium.Cottage cheese is a complete protein (builds, repairs, and maintains body tiss..
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                Pies Made with Pet Evaporated Milk

                
 by   Anonymous 
The recipes in this book demonstrate the basic principles of making all types of pies successfully. In addition, some of the recipes show how the use of Pet Evaporated Milk helps make better cream, custard, and chiffon pies—at lower cost.Since Pet Milk is homogenized milk concentrated to double richness, it is an ideal ingredient for these pies. It..
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                Selections from Aunt Sammy's Radio Recipes and USDA Favorites

                
 by   Bryce Walton 
Aunt Sammy came to life with the first radio broadcast of “Housekeeper’s Chat” on October 4, 1926. The character of Aunt Sammy—wife of Uncle Sam—was created by the USDA Bureau of Home Economics and the Radio Service. Many women across the country played the part as they spoke into the microphones of local radio stations.The highlights of Aunt Sammy..
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                The Calumet Book of Oven Triumphs!

                
 by   General Foods Corporation 
What makes a perfect cake? Even rising? Tender brown crust? Delicate flavor and fragrance? All these qualities and one more—the fine, moist, tender texture that is hard to describe by any word except “velvety”!  Velvety crumb”—that is the expression cake judges use in speaking of the beautiful texture of cakes leavened by Calumet, the Double-A..
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                Apples in Appealing Ways [1951]

                
 by   Mary T. Swickard 
Almost everyone enjoys apples. And there are so many ways to use apples that a family need never tire of them.This leaflet is designed to supplement the better-known apple recipes given in many cook books. You will find here some new apple adventures and some variations on favorite ways of using the fruit. Recipes calling for applesauce and apple j..
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